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SELF-TUNING REGULATORS FOR A CLASS OF MULTIVAR]ABLE SYSTET4S

U. Borisson (Sweden)

ABSTRACT

control of a class of multivariable systems described bylinbar vector difference equations w-tbh constant but Lln-
known parameters is discussed. A multivariabre minimum va_riance strategy is first presented. This gives a generali-
zation of the niinimum variance strategy for single-input
síngle-output systems. A murtivariabre self-tuning regu-lator based on the minimum variance strategy is then pro-
posed. rt uses a recurs'ive least squares estimator and àlinear controrr-er obbained using the current estimates. The
asympbotic propertíes of the algorithm are discussed. rfthe estimated paramebers converge, the resulting controllerwill under cerLain conditions give the minimum variance
strategy. The analysis arso g.ives insight inbo the case
when several simple self-tuning regurabors aï,e operabing
in cascade mode

1. INTRODUCTTON

Many methods for the design of regulators for r.i¡near multi-
variable systems are based on the availabiriby of a model
of the process and its environment. However, in p'acbical
applieations the process dynamics are often unknown, and
some model buílding or identification technique must be
used before the regurator can be designed. An algorithm wirl
now be described, whích simplifies this procedure for aclass of multivariable systems.

The

near
contror-led process is assumed to be described by a li-vector difference equation includi'g a moving ¿ì,./erage
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of white noíse. The process is required to have as niany in-
puts as outputs, to have a minimun phase property a¡rd bo
have an impurse response starting with a nonsingular matrix.
rt will be shown how a generalizatÍon of the minj-num varj.-
ance strategy for single-input singre-output systems given
by .&ström [ 1] can be obtained in the multivariable case .

The proposed sel-f-tuning regulator uses a recursive parame-
ter estimator, which ís based on the least .squares method,
and a'linear" controrler whose parameters are gíven by the
current estimates. By choosing a special model- structure
for the identification, the parameters of the control_ler
are obtained directly fronr the estiniator wichout any fur-
ther computations. The idea of self-buning control has been
díscussed by several authors, mainly for the control of
single-input single-output systems. see for example Kalman
l2l , Peterka 1.3J, A,ström and Wittenmark tlil and Ctarke and
Gawbhrop t5l. Applications to murtivariable sysbems witn
the linear controller computed from a lìíccati equation have
been reported by peterka and .A,ström t6l.

2. MULTTVARTABLB MINIMUM VARTANCE CONTROL

A minimum varíance
now be discussed.

strategy for mul_tivariable sysLems will

Process model

Let q -L

process

where y is the
a sequence of
tors witn zero
The vectors V,
mial matrices
they are given

denote the backward
given by

a(q t)u(r) :

shift, operator and cpnsider the

B(q t)u(r-k-t) + c(a t)"(r)
output vector, u the input vector anci

(2.1)
{e(b)}

independent, equally distrj.buted, random vec-
mean value and covariance Ete(t)eT(t)l : ft.
u and e are all of dirnensíon p. The potyno-

A, B and C are al-l of dimension p x Þr anci
by
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A(z) ï + +At zfr.+ An

B(z) = Bo + Brz + * 8.,_1rt-1, Bo nonsingular

c(z) = f + Çrz + + cnzn

where det B(z) and det c(z) have a1r their zeros strictry
outside the unit disc. The requirement on deb C(z) can be
consiclered as a weak condition. The requirement on det B(z)
is not necessary for the derivation of the.minimum variance
strategy. However, the requirement is necessary in practi=
car'cases in order to get a stabre closed loop system, see
Borisson tZl.

The assumption thab the matrix Bo is nonsingular implies
that a nonsingular transformation of the forlowing type ean
be introduced

u(t) = Bou(r) (z,z)
Thus the process can be consÍdered to have essentially one
control variable for each loop ( ür(t) i=1r..., p ), which
Ínfluenees the corresponding output before the other" con-
trol variables. Furthermore, bhe outputs in,the different
loops wilI be influenced wittr the same delay.

Preliminaries

Introduce the identity
C(z) = A( z)p(z) + zk+I c(z)

where

F(z)

G(z)
o n-l

Ï+F +F

+G
Lz+
Gl'+

t-
.z
K

+(, n-1

since A(0) is nonsingurar, the polynomial matrices F(z) and
G(z) are unique. fntroduce also ¡'(r) and C(r) given by

r'(z) c(z) = ð(z)F(z), det Ë(z) = deb F(z), É(o) : f
The polynomial matrices fi(") and C(r) alirays exist but they
are not unique, see e.g. Wolovich tBl.

CriberÍon

Let Q be a posibively semidefinite matrix ancr corsicie' the
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crit erion

mín
u(t)

where k is the time delay in the process model
minimum is taken with respect to the admissible
strategies defined below

s tyr(t +r<+1)Ov ( t+k+t ) l (2,1)

(2.r). The

control

Admissible control strategy

Ab time t the measurements V(b), y(t-1)r... and the past
eontrol aetions u(t-1) , u(t- Z) ,, ,. ârê known. An ad.missÍble
control strategy is such that u(t) is a funetion of y(t),
y(t-1),... and u(t-l), u(t-Z)r.,,, .

Solut ion

rn Borisson tTJ ít is shown that bhe strategy
ð(q-l)y-(r) + ¡,rq-t)u(q-1)u(r) - 0 (2.q)

minimizes the criterion (2,3) asymptotically. It will be
caI1ed the minímum variance strategy. The asymptotic control
error with this strategy is

y(t) = F(q 1)"(t).

lr¡hen initial effects have settled, the minimum variance
strategy (2.4) al-so mininrizes the criterion

min
u(0), , u (N-1)

where the class of admi-ssible control- strategies is the
same as above. This is also shown ín Borisson tlJ,

with the restrictions introduced on the class of systems,
the strategy (2,U) can if,,r" be described by a "ationaItransf'er function matrix, which cloes not depend on the
weighting matríx a of the loss functj-on or on the covarj.-
ance matrix R of the ranrlom vectors {e(t)}. These proper-
ties of the minimum variance sbrabegy are fundamental for
the mulbivariable self-tuning regulator described in the
next section.

. N-l
E *l E yT(t+k+r)qv(t+k+r)tr t=0
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3, A SBLF-TUNTNG MINTMUM VARTAI,ICE REGULATOR

Let bhe process to be controlled be given by (2.1). At each
sampling intervar the serf-tuning algorithm performs a
leasb squares identification based on a moder given be1ow.
The obbained parameters a*e then used to compube ilre con-
trol signal.

Estimatíon

The algorithm estimates recursively the parameters of the
model

v(r)+A(q t)u(r-k-1) 
= a(q-1)u(r-k-1)+e(r) (1.1)

in such a way thal the error e(t) is as small- as possible
in the sense of 1east squares. In (l.l) k is the time delay
of the process modef (2.1), and A(z) and ß(z) are p x p
-dimensíonal polynomial- matrices given by

n
AA (z) A +

ß (z) ß +

Control

o
At'

ßr'

+

+

+A zn

+

A

B

n
ß

nßo (3.z)

At each time t the control is computed from
e (q-1)u(r) = A(q t)y(r)

The parameters of the
timated parameters.

controller are thus equal to bhe es_

Introduce the matrix O given by

Ioror...0pJ = [AoA, ...8 T (3.J)

ïn the algoríthm the least squares estimation of o is done
by estimating one vector 0i at a bime. il'he following recur-
sive equations can be used, see Âsbröm and Eykhoff t9l.

'AnoßoBt0
nß
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01(t) = 0i(b-1)+t<(t-1) tvr(t)-o(r-lt-r)oi(L-1) l

K(t-r) = p(r-t)or(r-rr-t) t1+o(r-k-t)p(r-r)oT(r-k-t) l-r
P(r) = p(r-1)-K(r-1) t1+o1r*k-1)p(b-1)or(b-k-1) li(r(r-1)

w.here

T T(t-k-l)... -y (t-t<-t-n )uT
A

0(r-k-1) l-y (t-t-r.)...
uT ( t-k-1-n )lß

Observe that the estimation is divided into p steps and
that the initial values of p(t) are assumed to be the same
for these steps. The coryesponding gain vectors K(t-I) will
bhen also be the same for all paranteter vectors 0.,. In this
way significant savings in the computatíons are oåtui,l"d---

The matríx 8o in (l,Z) can either be estimated as in (3.3)
or be seL equal to a consbant nonsingular matrix. rn the
former case it nust be requir.ed that the esbimated matrix
is nonsingular at each step of time. rn the latter case the
constant value of 8o must be chosen in such a way that it
does not prevent the estimated parameters from converging,
see Borisson lT1,

Remark. By making a transformation of the type (Z,Z) so
that Bo is a unit matrix, it follows that the algoriilrm can
be interpreted as an interconnection of p simple self-tu-
ning regulators. For example, the regulator in the Í:irst
loop controls the output Í1 using the control variable uf.
Tn: 

signals y2(t-i),. . . ,yp (t-i) and u" (t-l-i), . . . ,uo (b-1-i),
i=0, can be considered as'-feed-forward signals., r

4. ANALYSTS

convergence of a generar argoriLhm of the type discussed
here has been investigated in the work by Ljung t10l. There
it has been shown t]na? this type of algorithms does not
converge always. I-lowever', the algoriilrm wirl stabilize a
minimum phase sysbem uncler weak conditions, even if the
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estimated parameters do not converge. see Ljung and i¡/itten-
mark t lfl .

In Borisson 17) the asymptotic properties of the multiva-
riable self-tuning regulator are analysed. It is sholvn
that the mÍnimum variance strategy is always a possi¡te re-
sulting strategy of the algorithm. Conditions which guar-
anbee that the algoribhm gives the minimum variance stra-
tegy will now be discussed.

ïn the sequel
sense of mean

all norms and related equalities are in the
square.

Let bhe sequences {u(t)} and {V(t)} be uniformly
If the estimated parameters converge, then

T
N

y(t+t)y (r) 0, r = k*lr..., k+nO+1

Theorem.
bounded.

lim
N+-

I

T
N

y(t+t)u (r) 0, T = trç*lr...r k+n'+llim
N+-

A simulation will now be

sel-f-tuning regul-ator is
-box of a paper machine.
in figure 1. In Bo::isson
is investigated.

1

1

N
T

t
N

T
t =l-

The proof is given in Borisson [7]. Using this theorem it
can be shown thab the minímum variance strategy is obtaineci
in the case when the disturbances are whibe noise (C(z)=I),
provided the number of estimated parameters is large enough.
The same result can also be shown for a sysbem ivibh a gene-
ral c-polynomial matrix, if some additional assumptions in-
volving the Kronecker inrJices are made. rt j.s mainly re-
quired that the obtained regulator has equal observabí1ity
indices and equal controrlability indices. see Bcrisson IZ].

5. SIMULATION

tr

shown, where the multivariable
applied to the control of a head-
A schematic description is given
17 I the following head-box model



v(t) +

where

Aly ( t-l ) B e(r)

I fo. BeBBe
ln-lj "o [tl. r9o

I

-t+ .r%z}.rdl
o. BBo5a

u(t-1) +
o

"1 [-o.ne]01
[-0. aooro

B . B0 5tz.to-3
-0.77089

te(r)ur(.) l [0. oz o. ]5-l

fo.rr 7.6 )
yl = stock leve1
yZ = botal- pressure
u1 = deviation in stock flow from steady state value
uz = deviabion in ain flow from steady stabe value.

The sampring interval is I second. The model is obtained
from a continuous time version given in Aström t12l. The
self-tuning atgorithm estimates recursively the parameters
of the following model

y(t) * AoV(r-r) = ßou(r-t) + e(t)
Ab each step bhe control is obtained from

u(r) = ß]l¡oy(t) (5.1)
The estimated parameters are shown in fÍgure z, The regu-
lator parameters given by (l.r) are shown in fígure 3. Tb
follows that the resurting regulator tends to bhe nrinimum
variance regulator. There were no numerical problems with
the inversion of the matrix Bo. During the start-up the
conbrol was quite accepbable, and after some mi-nutes it
was armost optimal, âlthough tt e estimated parameters had
not yet converged.

6, cONCLUSIONS

By restrictíng the class of sysbems bo include only sys-
tems of minimum phase type that have the same number.
of inputs as outputs and an impulse response r;t;arting
with a nonsíngular ma.trix, a minimum variance strategy for
multivariable systems has been cierived. rt has bhen been
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shown lhat the simple self-tuning regurabor for single-
-input single-output systens can be exbencted to the mul.ti-
variable case with its sinrplicity retained. The results
of the analysis arso give insigrrt into the case, when se-
veral símple self-tuning regulators are operated in cas-
cade mode.
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Fig 1-. Head-box of a pc{per.
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Fig 2. üstimabect pâ,ralnebers
f or bile head-box.

Fig 3. Paralneters of Lhe ma-
-'ltrix ßo'Áo for the head-box.

They have been computed frorn
the estitnaterl parameters shown
ín fíg 2, The ctashecl l.ines ''

shov,r the optírnn I val.ues . ,,


